For Immediate Release
Mistral Amalgamates Group Companies

Bangalore, 31 July 2007 – Mistral a leading product realization company specializing in real-time
embedded solutions announced today the amalgamation of its group companies Mistral Software
Pvt. Ltd. and Mistral Solutions Pvt. Ltd. The merged company will be called Mistral Solutions Pvt.
Ltd.
Established in 1997, Mistral Solutions is a professionally managed technology house undertaking
Systems Integration and providing Value added Services targeting the defense and telecom
markets. Mistral Software has been providing professional design and development services from
concept to product focusing on the embedded domain, covering both hardware and software.
The merger will put in motion a renewed fervor to Mistral’s commitment to offer complete end-toend solutions in the embedded domain. According to CEO Anees Ahmed, “Because of its name,
Mistral Software has always been perceived as a software services company. The name did not
give complete credence to our hardware design capabilities or as a provider of complete end-toend solutions. With the amalgamation, we will clearly express our business and expertise in the
embedded domain as a provider of hardware and software design, system engineering, VAR and
system integration services.”
He added that there will be no change in management and Mistral will continue to provide the
same products and exceptional services on which they have built their reputation in the embedded
industry over the past decade.
About Mistral
Mistral is an ISO 9001:2000 certified and CMMi Level 3 appraised premier product realization
Company providing end-to-end services for product design and development in the embedded
space. Mistral offers expert design and development services covering hardware and software,
customizable product designs and IP’s, System Integration and COTS Solutions that improve
quality and accelerate time-to-market for a broad range of embedded systems.

Mistral has forged strategic partnerships with leading technology companies like Analog Devices,
Texas Instruments, Microsoft, Wind River Systems, Curtiss- Wright Controls, Motorola Embedded
Communications Computing, Continuous Computing Corporation, Dawn VME, MEN Mikro
Electronik, Microsys, General Standards Corporation, Targa Systems, Pentland Systems and DNF
Storage helping us offer a comprehensive package of end -to-end services ranging from front-end
consulting and planning to developing, integrating and managing technology solutions.
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